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In the above article [1], we importantly missed out on
generalizing the application scope to the inter-disciplinary
contributions made in the article. It is essential to educate the
readers on an increasing variety of novel and highly practi-
cal modern-day application families where the contributions
made in [1] are equally applicable—not just the evident appli-
cation pertaining to mobile-ad ecosystems, as in [1].

I. BACKGROUND PREVIEW
The authors in [1] proposed a general mathematical
skeleton to model the preference-based privacy trading
scenario between multiple data sellers and a single buyer
– information privacy being measured in composable tan-
gible units (e.g., differential privacy). The skeleton, closely
adapted on existing work in [2]–[4] on a compromise—
inducing supply-function preference theory, reflects both,
perfectly competitive and oligopolistic privacy trading struc-
tures, where the focus is on aggregate (over multiple con-
sumers) data sellers who are mobile apps and data buyers that
are ad-networks/retailers/cloud provider. However, the theory
in [1] is directly applicable to two state-of-the-art, socially
timely, and industry-viable application environments men-
tioned below—both of which target individual data sellers.
Private Federated Learning (FL) Environments—This

environmental category subsumes a plethora of corporate
applications [7], [8]; social networking applications (e.g.,
Facebook, e-shopping); most applications in the IoT network
category mentioned above; and also the recently popular

FIGURE 1. Privacy Trading in FL environments.

contact tracing applications during COVID times. In addition,
FL demands the constraint that running ML algorithms on
individual data be done at the personal devices, and NOT
at the data aggregator. The aggregator simply communicates
(using wired or wireless communications standards such as
WiFi, UMTS, LTE, ZigBee) with the individual devices to
share ML model parameters, and iteratively converges on
the optimal configuration. Though FL by default is a sig-
nificantly privacy-enhancing technology, recent efforts have
showcased the possibility of privacy breaches using such a
technology [9], [10]. Consequently, a proposed solution has
been to add a privacy layer atop FL [9]. As a result, we advo-
cate for preference-based privacy trading to be social-welfare
improving for private-FL applications. More specifically,
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FIGURE 2. Privacy Trading in IoT environments.

the data sellers become individual personnel (e.g., mobile
device) dealing with private ML parameters, and the data
aggregator assumes the role of the data buyer—privacy
compromises iteratively taking place on the communicated
ML parameters until the market converges (see Figure 1).
IoT Environments for Societal Applications—This

environmental category includes, but not limited to (a) wear-
able sensor networks (e.g., body-area networks); (b) con-
nected smart car networks supporting intelligent traffic and
safety applications (e.g., collision avoidance); (c) machine
to machine home systems which are used in both indus-
trial CPSs, as well as in smart homes that are intelligent
and responsive to human beings, and (d) remote healthcare
systems. The main features shared by these different cate-
gories of devices are (i) the almost continuous connectivity
through a wide range of wireless communications standards
(e.g., WiFi, UMTS, LTE, ZigBee) and (ii) the ability of a
personal data collector (e.g., DataBox [5]) to collect per-
sonal/individual application data and use it, post-AI/ML
processing, to act on the individuals (as part of QoS) present
in such an environment. The data of personnel present in the
environment can often be related to each other in time and
space and can pose privacy risks if not managed effectively.
In view of the recent recommendations made in [6], for the
ethical design of IoT systems, our proposed privacy trading
mechanisms for improved social welfare are directly applica-
ble to such environments. More specifically, the data sellers
(e.g., via an IoT DataBox) become individual personnel

in pervasive environments, and the data collecting device/
app assumes the role of the data buyer (see Figure 2).
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